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Abttract

An aaymmetric wiggler for the production of intense circularly polarized

X-rays has been dealgned and teated succeasfully at HASYLAB. The device has

ten periods and a period length of 240 mm. The magnetic deaign, device para-

neters and the reaulta of magnetic field measurements are described. In

order to characterize the circular polarization of the emltted light. the

reaultB of an eiperlment uaing this device for apin dependent photoabaorp-

tion at the Gd and Pt L edges in Cd metal and in an Ft Fe alloy are pre-

aented. .
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Introduction

During the last decade, insertion devicefl (ID's) were developed and came

widely into use ae intense sources of Synchrotron radiation (SR). It is well

known that intensitiea which exceed those obtained from dipole magneta up to

aeveral Orders of magnitude can be obtained. Conventional 10's like the

exiating wiggler Wl at HASYLAB which is in Operation since 1984 produce a

ainuaoidally varying field. The emitted light is linearly polarized in the

observation plane and ie uaed from the XUV- to the X-ray region [1].

However, especially in the X-ray region, there are a number of experiments

which need circularly polarized light. Eiamples are: elafltic magnetic

acattering, magnetic eurface scattering, spin dependent photoabsorption,

magnetic Compton scattering or inelastic magnetic X-ray scattering. Since

all the above mentioned techniques deal with very small crosa aections, they

need high incident fluxea of circularly polarized photons.

Several apecial ID's have been proposed to produce circularly polarized pho-

tons [2-5J. Some of them have already been tested in prototypes, some are

atill under conatruction. In the X-ray region up to 20 keV even in high

energy machines like DORIS II only the helical wiggler of Yamamoto and Kita-

mura [3] which has already been tested at the Photon Factory [6] and the

aSymmetrie wiggler of Goulon et al. [S] are of practical interest. The me-

chanical requirementa of an aSymmetrie wiggler are much simpler äs compared

to the helical wiggler which needs two croesed independent magnet etructures

that circumbuild the electron beam. The drive mechanics and the aupport

fltructure of an aaymnetric wiggler are identical to those needed for a Sym-

metrie einuaoidal one which makes its Implementation on an eristing drive

mechanica atraightforward.

There ia an inereasing demand for intense circularly polarized x-rays at

HASYLAB too. We therefore decided to set up an aaymmetric wiggler in Order

to have such an intense polarized photon source available. The principle of

the aayumetric wiggler has not been verified experimentally up to now.

Therefore we could gain firat experience in the design and performance of

such a device. Thia experience is also very useful for a conaiderably larger

device planned for DORIS III [7],



The Hagnetic Structure

The principle of the aSymmetrie magnet etructure ia illuatrated in Fig. 1.

Pure NdPeB blocka are arranged in auch a way that atrong ahort poeitive

poles are aurrounded by two negative and correspondingly weaker poles. The

whole magnet atructure reaemblea an array of one period wigglers and air-

spacea in between the modulea where the weak poles ace formed by the half-

polea. The field integral of thia device along the electron orbit ahould be

of course zero, alnce the magnetization of the magnet blocke in the vertical

direction cancele out to zero. Thia magnetic arrangement ia more effective

in pcoducing the deaired aSymmetrie fielda than that propoaed by Goulon et

al. [5]. The lame principle llke oura, but inatead using the more aophlati-

cated hybrid technology, was proposed by Barthe8 et al. [B], a prototype of

which ia ander construction at LIRE (9).

The magnet blocka are mounted on holdera with a dovetail aupport. In thie

way the airspace between the magnetic modules can be changed. Presently a

period l eng t h of 240 mm and an airspace of BÖ mm ia uaed. Magnet dimensions

are 40 x 40 x 90 mm for the füll blocks. The remanent field of the magnet s

ia 1.2 Tesla. Presently 10 perioda are mounted on 2.4 m long girders made of

magnetic ateel, but magneta for three more periods are avallable which can

be mounted by reducing the airspace correapondingly.

He decided not to eet up a completely new beamline but inatead uae that of

the already exiatlng Ul wiggler. The girdera of the asymmetric wiggler were

therefore equipped with flanges that were compatible to £langes on the

girdera and the drive mechanics of the already exiating Wl wiggler. Thua 1t

ia poaaible to exchange the complete magnet atructurea and provide circular-

ly polarlzed photons on thla beamline. By a suitable choice of the magnet

dimenaions it was possible to match the wldth of the emitted light cone to

that of the VI atructure.

It is now straightforward to exchange the magnetic atructurea. Our first

experience ahowa that an exchange (asymmetric to Symmetrie or vice versa)

needa leea than one hour.

Magnetic Measurementa

The magnetic field of the asymmetric magnet structure on the aymnetry axia

aa a function of the coordinate along the electron orbit ia ahown in the

upper part of Fig. 2. The magnetic gap was 34 DU. These data were taken with

a 3-D meaauring bench in combination with a Hall- probe System. The lineari-

ty of the Hall-probe was better than 10 , the absolute precision of the

motion control waa better than ± 0.1 mm in all three directions. By a

suitable Computer controlled atepping motor drive 'on the fly* measurements

with a typical rate of 25 meaaurements per second were made. A acan over 3 m

like that ahown in Fig. 2 with a meaauring interval of l mm takea two

minutea. A peak field of O.S2 Tesla ± 1,3 Z ia obaerved for the atrong posi-

tive polea, while -0,54 Tesla ± 1.3 Z waa found for the weak. negative poles.

The field in the middle of the airspace waa meaaured to be -0.07 Tesla ±

0.8 Z. It can be changed by changing the airapace correBpondingly. The firat

and second field integral I and I defined aa

dx> (1)

dx" dx' (2)

are also ahown in Fig. 2. I ia proportional to the angular deflection 6 of

the e -beam, I propoi

tionahip ia given byt

the e'-beam, I proportional to the Orbital diaplacenent z. The exact rela-

e [mrad] - (5.866 x 10 li) • Ix [T-«]

z [tan] - (5.866 x 10 /̂ } • 'L {T*m]

(3)

(4)

where -\s the kinetic energy of the electrona in units of the rest maea

energy. Por DORIS operated at 5.3 GeV {? - 10371), a maxlmum deflection

angle of ± 1.2 mrad ia obaerved which correaponds to a K-value of 12.3 while

the oaclllating amplltude ia only about 80 jun which IB a factor of 25 leea

than the atandard deviation of the horizontal e~-beam aize at the Wl alte.

Fron the value of I well behind the magnet atructure, it ia seen that the

field integral is already very dose to zero. In order to have vaniahing



influence on the atored e~-beam outaide the wiggler, a-2.5 m long precision

coll In connection with a precision electronic Integrator was used. An ezact

zero value was obtained by uaing several ahiros of 0.5 um thiek iron. How-

aver, even without theae ahime, the deviation fron zero wae amall.

Emission CharacteriBtica

A parametric plot of the magnetic field against the first field integral or

equivalently uaing eq. (3), the electron beam deflection angle 6 ia vety

illustrative aince it shows the magnetic fielda that contribute to the

emiasion in a given horizontal ditection. Figure 3 ahows such * parametric

plot for the central period. Thia plot ha s the form of a kidney which ia

typical for an aaynmetric device. For a eymnetric ainuaoidal one this curve

would look like «n ellipae.

The incoherent emiBsion of a wiggler can be calculated in the bend source

approximetion where no distinction between the horizontal obaervation angle

e„ and the electron beam deflection angle 6 ia made. The emiaaion of the
n e

wiggler is thuB «nalyzed in terms of bending magnet aourcea. The strengtha

and eigne of the fielda for a given Ö - 6„ - 6 are looked up in the B(8)
a e

curve. For ft. larger than the maximuin deflection angle, the calculated

inteneity ia zero. The B(0) curve can be derlved fron calculated aa well äs

from measured data like thoae in Fig. 3. In this way the incluBion of

meaaured data ia atraightforward. The horizontally and vertically polarized

brightneas functiona In , I, are calculated by using the formulae for dipole

magnet radiation (10]. The four vector components of the Stokea vector are

then readily calculated [11,12,13]

Here R and L stand for right and left handed polarization, reapectively.

S. - 0 since the phaae of the horizontal and vertical amplitude is always

•n/2. The eign of S ia positive for positive field and positive vertical

obaervation angle, & or negative field and negative B . Otherwiae S ia

negative [10].

The Stokea vector componenta reaulting from incoherent etniaflion of the two

points in a period contributing at a fixed 6 are simply the sum of the

individual Stokea vector componenta.

The reaulting circular polarization la readily calculated from the added

Stokes vector componentsi

Pcir - S>3 ' S'o

where the primeo denote the eunmation over the two field pointa.

Figures 4-6 ahow calculated emiaalon propertiea at a photon energy of 10 keV

äs t function of the horizontal and vertical observation angle when DORIS ia

op«rated at 5.3 GeV. The B(0) data of Fig. 3 vere used for the calculation.

The electron beam divergente ie aasumed to be zero. All three figurea cover

the aame angular ränge from -0.2 to + 0.2 mrad vertically and from -1.5 to

1.5 mrad horizontally. Figure 4 ahows the angular diatribution of the total

inteneity (I'+I.'J in arbitrary unita. A characteristic double peak atructure
K L-

ia obaerved which la typical for an asynmetric device. Around +/- 0.7 mrad

two field valueB of aimllar magnitude but opposite sign contribute to the

emiasion in that dlrection which ia therefore stronger than at 9„ - 0 where
n

practically only the positive pole contributes while the weak negative pole

has vaniahing intensity at 10 keV. For the aarne reasona therefore the two

peaks contain only few polarized photona whereaa the central region around

o,, • 0 below or above the horizontal plane contains moat. For a direct

comparison flg. 5 ihowa the angular dietrlbution of polarized brightneaa

(I'-I'J in arbitrary unita. On comparing Figa. 4 and 5 it ia evident that

for an ezperlment uaing the aaynmetric wiggler, a properly choaen aperture

should be uaed in order to keep off the unpolarized photons that are emitted

at larger horizontal angleB.

Figure 6 ahowa the angular diatribution of the degree of circular polari-

zation of the emitted radiation defined aa (I'-I.')/(I'-H¥') which raight be an
K I « R LI

intereating figure of oerit for aome experimenta.



Heasurements of the emitted

For the first measurements on the a Symmetrie magnet structure, an experiment

uaing apin dependent photoabsorption, alio called circular dicrolam [14,15],

was «et up on tha existing Wl beamline to analyze the polarization of the

emitted radiation. This experiment ia an absorption experiment where the

abtorber is a magnetlc material. With the help of a magnetization coil the

direction of the magnet i zation of the sample can be reversed. Vhen circular-

ly polarized light is used, dlfferent absorption spectra are measured

depending on whether the magnetic momente are aligned parallel or anti-

parallel to the photon spin. Especially neat the L abaorption edges this

dlfference may be äs large aa aeveral percent. Ve concentrated on the Gd L

edge of Cd netal at 7.243 eV and the Pt L edge of an PtFe alloy at 11.564

keV. The circular dicroiam of the sample s MB precisely known from earlier

meaaurementB on a bending magnet »ource,

To illustrate the experimental set-up, Fig. 7 ahowa a schematic drawing of

this beanline. The light emitted by the a Symmetrie wiggler is monochroma-

tized in the X-ray monochromator (KM). The first mirror (H) is not used. A

focuaing mirror (FM) focuses the monochtomatized light onto the sample

Position, In front of the monochrom« t or an aperture (SL) ia inetalled which

ia adjustable in the horizontal and vertical direction. It can be moved in

the whole observation plane so that the flux through it can be measured BB a

function of horizontal and vertical angle of its center, The füll experiment

will be discusaed in rauch more detail in a further publication [IG], Fig. 8

shows the total flux through an 2x1 mn aperture (horizontal/ vertical) äs a

function of the horizontal angle. The photon energy was 7.243 keV. The

intensity was measured at the sample position with an ionization chamber.

The open circles represent measured values. The füll line is a calculation

using the meaaured magnetic field and the geometry of the experiment. The

«lectron beam divergence was properly taken into account. The calculations

are normalized relative to the maKimum of the experimental curves. Due to

the limited width of the monochromator crystal of SO mm, the measurement is

cut off at larger horizontal angles. The double peak structure which was al-

ready aeen in Fig. 4 1s clearly visible.

Fig. 9 ahowa a vertical polarization profile measured at the Pt-L edge at

11.564 keV. The polarization below the orbital plane Le shown. Since we were

interested in quite large vertical anglea and since the available vertical

aperture was limited, the beam position center was choaen to be at the upper

limit of the aperture. The open circles represent measurementa and the füll

line represents the correaponding calculation. It is seen that the

polarization Starts from zero and tends towards a Saturation value of l on

going to larger vertical angles. We emphasize that we verified also the

change of sign of polarization when crossing the orbital plane. Also typical

error bars are given for the polarization. The main error ie caused by the

e*-beam stability which led to changes of the observation angle (see below).

Fig. 10 shows a horizontal scan at the Gd L edge at 7.243 keV with a 3.3 x

l mm aperture at a fixed vertical angle of 0.16 mrad below the orbital

plane. Experiment and calculation dlffer more than in Fig. 9 but it is seen

clearly that th« polarization is highest at 9 - 0 and decreases on going to

larger horizontal angleB just äs it is suggested by Fig. 6. The two peaks in

the total intensity scan in Fig. 8 which was taken at the same energy are

not seen in. the polarization curve in Fig. 10. This ehows that the two peaks

in Fig. 8 are only weakly polarized. Instead of error bara we reproduce

calculations for a vertical angle of 0.16 mrad (füll line), 0.14 mrad (dot-

dashed line) and 0.18 mrad (dotted line). The different values correspond to

changes in the observation angle cauaed by vertical electron beam poaition

errors of +/- 0.5 mm. It is aeen that the measurements lie fully within the

ränge covered by theae calculation.

In general, the measucements of both the total intensities and the polariza-

tion gave results that are fully conaistent with the expected behavior.

A prototype of a new insertion device with an asymmetric field was bullt and

tested for the first time. Its period length is 240 mm with an airspace of

80 mm which can be vacied eaaily. Ten periods are presently installed. At a

gap of 34 mm a peak field of 0.82 Tesla ia observed. The K-parameter was

determined to be 12.7.

The emitted radiation was characterized using spin dependent photoabsorp-

tion. All the results obtained were fully consistent with the expected



values. We thus believe that t bis device is a promiaing new source of

intenae circularly polarized X-rays.
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Fitture Captions

Flg. l Principle of the magnetlc Brray.

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. B

Fig. 9

Fig. 10

Heasured vertical magnetic field of the aaynmetric magnet struc-

ture and the derived first and second field integral along the

Bymmetry axls. Po r definitions see eq. l and 2.

plot of the centtal perlod.

Total brightnesa (!' + I'.) calculated from the roeaaured magne-
K li

tic field at 10 keV äs a function of horizontal and vertical

<

0.2 mrad. A perfect electron beam with no divergence ia aasumed.

angle. The angular ränge 1s -1.5 < 9. < 1.5 mrad; -0.2 < 6

Circular polarized brightnesB (I*. - I' ) for the same parametera
K L

aa in Fig. 4.

- I',)/(I' + I',) for the
L R L

Degree of circular polarization (!'

Barne parameters äs in Fig. 4. Values at the largeat horizontal

anglea were set to zero since the intensities needed to calculate

the polarization become very small and inaccurate.

Schematic drawing of the existing Wl beamline.

Total flu* at 7.243 keV through an aperture (2 r l mm) that is

moved through the horizontal plane. Open cIreles represent

measurementa. The füll line is a calculation. For details see

text.

Degree of circular polarization at 11.564 keV äs a function of

the vertical angle. Measured values are shown by 'the open circlea.

Also a representative error bar ia shown.

Degree of circular polarization at 7.243 keV äs a function of

horizontal angle at a 0.16 mrad vertical angle. Only the central

region ia strongly polarized.
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Fig. 4

Fig. 5



Fig. 6

W1 Beamline
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Fig. 7
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